INTRODUCTION {#h0.0}
============

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and the [C]{.ul}RISPR-[as]{.ul}sociated (Cas) proteins represent an elegant defense system against bacteriophage, plasmids, and transposable elements in which the incorporation of a small section of foreign DNA at the CRISPR locus in the bacterial or archaeal host genome provides adaptive immunity to the mobile genetic element (MGE) from which the DNA was acquired ([@B1], [@B2]). In general, the CRISPR system functions by transcribing the entire CRISPR locus into a long precursor RNA molecule which is further processed into multiple RNA molecules, each containing a single spacer flanked by partial repeats, known as mature CRISPR RNA (crRNA). This mature crRNA molecule then associates with Cas proteins to form a crRNA riboprotein complex that targets and inhibits the invading MGE, effectively protecting the host and preventing future infections from any MGE containing the protospacer ([@B3][@B4][@B5]).

CRISPR/Cas systems are widespread, present in over 84% and 47% of sequenced archaeal and bacterial genomes, respectively ([@B6]). Additionally, CRISPR/Cas systems are incredibly diverse and currently grouped into three main types: the distantly related type I and type III systems found in a wide range of bacteria and archaea and the phylogenetically distinct type II systems found solely in bacteria ([@B7]). These three types of systems are further divided into numerous subtypes that differ in many aspects, including differing *cas* genes, modes of action, and CRISPR repeat sequences. With the level of diversity found across these CRISPR systems, it is no surprise that there is increasing evidence of CRISPR involvement in other cellular processes besides adaptive immunity, including regulation of bacterial virulence in *Campylobacter jejuni* ([@B8]), group behavior in *Myxococcus xanthus* ([@B9]), and increased pathogenicity and antibiotic resistance in *Francisella novicida* ([@B10], [@B11]).

Previous work in our laboratory characterized an additional alternative function of the CRISPR system in which the type 1-F CRISPR system of the opportunistic pathogen *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* UCBPP-PA14 (abbreviated as *P. aeruginosa* PA14) inhibits biofilm formation and swarming motility, two group behaviors important in virulence, when lysogenized by the bacteriophage DMS3 ([@B12], [@B13]). This CRISPR-dependent loss of biofilm formation and swarming motility was dependent on the interaction of a specific spacer, CRISPR2 spacer 1 (CR2_sp1), with a specific protospacer located on the DMS3 lysogen genome that partially matches CR2_sp1. In this report, we describe the mechanism of this CRISPR-dependent loss of biofilm formation and swarming. We demonstrate that the interaction of CR2_sp1 with the partial matching protospacer present on the bacterial genome activates RecA through Cas3 nuclease activity. Furthermore, we show that RecA activation leads to the induction of SOS-regulated, phage-related genes that induce cell death in surface-attached cells and yet has minimal impact on planktonic cells. These findings suggest yet another mechanism by which a CRISPR/Cas system can have unexpected impacts on bacterial biology that are independent of immunity to the MGE.

RESULTS {#h1}
=======

Point mutations reveal distinct sequence requirements of the DMS3-42 protospacer for CRISPR-induced loss of biofilm formation and swarming. {#s1.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previously, we characterized the *cas* genes responsible for the loss of swarming and biofilm formation observed in the *P. aeruginosa* PA14 laboratory strain lysogenized with bacteriophage DMS3 and determined CRISPR2 spacer 1 (CR2_sp1) and the protospacer present within DMS3 gene 42 (DMS3-42) to be the required spacer and target, respectively ([@B13]). Additionally, we previously characterized several nucleotides within the spacer region required for this interaction ([@B13]). Here, we sought to further characterize this interaction between the CRISPR system and lysogenic phage DMS3 by determining the exact nucleotides required for CR2_sp1- and DMS3-42-mediated loss of biofilm formation. In addition to the 5 mismatches naturally present between CR2_sp1 and the DMS3-42 protospacer, an additional mismatch was generated for each predicted interaction site through a point mutation on the protospacer, including the protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM; see [Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

Of the 29 generated point mutations, a total of 25 resulted in complete restoration of biofilm formation and one mutation resulted in partial restoration, indicative of the nucleotides required for a productive interaction between CR2_sp1 and the DMS3-42 protospacer. A total of 3 mutations had no effect on biofilm formation, indicative of a dispensable interaction (see [Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Together, these findings defined the nucleotide sequence required for CRISPR system engagement and provided the control strains used for the studies described below.

The presence of the DMS3-42 protospacer and PAM is necessary and sufficient for CRISPR-induced loss of biofilm formation and swarming. {#s1.2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One explanation for the swarming and loss of the biofilm observed when strain *P. aeruginosa* PA14 is lysogenized by phage DMS3 is that the partial match between DMS3-42 and CR2_sp1 results in aberrant expression of DMS3 genes downstream of DMS3-42. We hypothesized that expression of these genes may result in a general stress response, leading to the observed loss of biofilm formation and swarming motility. To test this idea, we generated a deletion of the DMS3 lysogen starting 5 bp downstream from the +1 position of the DMS3-42 protospacer and ending at the end of the DMS3 genome, removing all potentially misregulated phage genes downstream of DMS3-42; this deletion had no significant effect on biofilm loss (see [Fig. S2](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). These data suggested that genes downstream of the site of the DMS3-42 protospacer were not responsible for the observed loss of biofilm formation and swarming.

An alternative hypothesis is that the CR2_sp1 interaction with the protospacer in DMS3-42 resulted in changes to the cell that were independent of the presence of phage DMS3 and required only the presence of the protospacer and the protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM). A strong prediction of such a hypothesis is that introducing the protospacer plus PAM alone onto the chromosome of *P. aeruginosa* PA14 should be sufficient to recapitulate the phenotypes observed by phage DMS3 lysogeny. To test the hypothesis that the sequence consisting of the DMS3-42 protospacer plus the PAM sequence is necessary and sufficient to block biofilm formation and inhibit swarming motility, we inserted the 32-nucleotide (nt) DMS3 protospacer plus 5 bp upstream and downstream (which includes the PAM) into the *P. aeruginosa* att::Tn*7* site (see [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material), a commonly used neutral site for genomic insertions ([@B14]), in both a wild-type (WT) background and a CRISPR-deficient (ΔCR) background. Note that, even though the *P. aeruginosa* att::Tn*7* site was used as an insertion site, the construct was inserted by using allelic exchange and not by using the Tn*7* system, so no constitutively expressed drug marker or Tn*7* element was inserted with the protospacer. The presence of just this 42-bp insertion (designated the PS-CKOn, for "protospacer chromosomal [k]{.ul}nock-[on]{.ul}") inhibited biofilm formation in a CRISPR-dependent manner since the PS-CKOn insertion in the ΔCR background had no effect, perfectly phenocopying a DMS3 lysogen and thus indicating no requirement of bacteriophage genes to confer these phenotypes ([Fig. 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Scrambling the spacer sequence and inserting this scrambled sequence at the *att* site resulted in no impact on biofilm formation compared to the wild-type strain ([Fig. 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; scrambled CKOn).

![The DMS3-42 protospacer is necessary and sufficient for CRISPR-induced loss of biofilm formation and swarming. (A and B) Biofilm formation assays were performed on the indicated strains as described in Materials and Methods, with CKOn representing the chromosomal [k]{.ul}nock-[on]{.ul} of the DMS3-42 protospacer (PS-CKOn) or the scrambled sequence of the DMS3-42 protospacer (Scrambled CKOn) or the DMS3-42 protospacer with a point mutant (PS-CKOn A19C and PS-CKOn C18T). Error bars represent standard deviations of the results of at least three biological replicates. "a" indicates a result significantly different from the WT result at a *P* value of \<0.05; "b" indicates a result significantly different from the DMS3 lysogen result at a *P* value of \<0.05. (C) The indicated strains were assayed for swarming motility as described in Materials and Methods.](mbo0031523180001){#fig1}

Additionally, two point mutations were introduced into the PS-CKOn construct at nucleotides that were shown to be required (A19C) or dispensable (C18T) for loss of biofilm formation; these mutant PS-CKOn constructs were inserted into both a WT and a CRISPR-deficient (ΔCR) background. Similarly to the point mutations engineered into the bacteriophage, as illustrated in [Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material, A19C (equivalent to A245C) restored biofilm formation whereas C18T (equivalent to C246T) had no effect ([Fig. 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the loss of biofilm formation, the 42-nt PS-CKOn insertion inhibited swarming motility in a CRISPR-dependent manner to a degree indistinguishable from that seen with lysogeny by phage DMS3 ([Fig. 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These data show that mutations in the full-length phage and the protospacer sequence confer the same phenotypes.

Interestingly, the presence of the DMS3-42 protospacer and PAM on a stably maintained plasmid had no effect on biofilm formation or swarming (data not shown), indicating that this 42-nt sequence needed to be inserted onto the chromosome to confer the observed biofilm and swarming phenotypes. Taken together, these data indicate that the presence of the 32-nt DMS3-42 protospacer plus the 5 flanking nucleotides on each side (including the PAM) on the *P. aeruginosa* chromosome is necessary and sufficient for CRISPR-dependent loss of biofilm formation and swarming, with no requirement of any additional bacteriophage-derived sequences.

The CR2_sp1-guided CRISPR interaction with PS-CKOn reduces biofilm formation in *P. aeruginosa* by triggering cell death upon surface attachment. {#s1.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After establishing that *P. aeruginosa* harboring a DMS3 lysogen, or the 42-nt PS-CKOn construct, did not form a biofilm at 24 h, we wanted to further characterize this phenotype by assaying biofilm formation at earlier time points. Biofilm formation was measured for wild-type *P. aeruginosa* PA14, the PS-CKOn strain, and the CRISPR-deficient strain carrying the PS-CKOn insertion (ΔCR PS-CKOn) every hour for the first 8 h and then at 10, 12, 16, 24, and 32 h postinoculation. As illustrated in [Fig. 2A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the PS-CKOn strain attached and formed a biofilm with a lag greater than that observed for the WT, but once biofilm formation was detected, the PS-CKOn strain formed biofilms with kinetics similar to that of wild-type *P. aeruginosa* PA14 over the first few hours; however, significantly lower levels of biofilm formation were observed for the PS-CKOn strain from 3 h onward (*P* \< 0.01 for all time points \>3 h). Furthermore, by 24 and 32 h, the PS-CKOn strain showed significantly reduced levels of biofilm formation which were close to background levels (i.e., biofilm levels below the limit of detection), but for the parental *P. aeruginosa* PA14 strain, a robust biofilm was still detected ([Fig. 2A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, this phenotype is CRISPR dependent as the ΔCR PS-CKOn strain was indistinguishable from the wild type at all time points assessed.

![The CR2_sp1-guided CRISPR interaction with PS-CKOn induces cell death on a surface and a reduction in biofilm formation. (A) Biofilm formation was assayed and quantified at the indicated time points. Error bars represent standard deviations. (B) Representative crystal violet (CV) staining images of biofilm assays from the three time points indicated. (C) The indicated strains were grown on a glass coverslip under biofilm-inducing conditions, stained using a *Bac*Light cell viability kit, and visualized at the air-liquid interface (ALI) at 6 or 24 h. Green cells are considered viable and red cells nonviable. The diffuse red staining is likely to represent extracellular DNA. The entire field of view is displayed, with white-outlined insets showing a magnified section of the image.](mbo0031523180002){#fig2}

Inspection of the earliest time points ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, 0 to 5 h) revealed that the PS-CKOn strain showed a lag in biofilm formation but that, once initiated, the kinetics of biofilm formation was similar to the WT kinetics during this early time period, indicating that the biofilm defect observed at 24 h was not due solely to a defect in the initial attachment of the bacteria. Furthermore, the kinetics of biofilm formation observed at 5 h slowed for the PS-CKOn strain and never attained the full extent of biofilm formation observed for the WT, with the PS-CKOn strain actually showing a reduction in biofilm formation beginning at \~10 h. These data suggested that the PS-CKOn strain could initiate attachment but that the cells in the biofilm might have been losing viability over time. To test this idea, the wild-type *P. aeruginosa* PA14, PS-CKOn, and ΔCR PS-CKOn strains were grown using the air-liquid-interface (ALI) assay previously described by our group ([@B15]). Briefly, cells were grown in a 12-well dish, a glass coverslip was submerged in each well, and the coverslip was removed at the indicated time point, washed, and stained using a Molecular Probes LIVE/DEAD *Bac*Light kit to assay cell viability of the biofilm population at the air-liquid interface of the coverslip. In this assay, cells with intact membranes (indicating viability) stain green, while cells with compromised membranes, and thus considered nonviable, stain red with propidium iodide (PI).

At 6 h, the biofilm formed by the strain carrying the PS-CKOn insertion was visibly less dense than the biofilm formed by the wild-type parent strain or the biofilm formed by the ΔCR PS-CKOn strain ([Fig. 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the biofilm formed by the strain carrying the PS-CKOn construct demonstrated much-more-observable PI-staining cells compared to the wild-type strain or the CRISPR-deficient strain carrying the protospacer insertion (ΔCR PS-CKOn; [Fig. 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). At 24 h, few viable cells were visible among the biofilm cells formed by the strain carrying the PS-CKOn construct and a strong, diffuse PI staining pattern was observed, presumably representing binding of the DNA from lysed cells, indicative of widespread cell death. This biofilm reduction through a cell death phenotype was specific to the stain carrying the PS-CKOn and was not common in other biofilm-defective mutants, as the strain carrying a mutation in the gene coding for the SadC di-guanylate cyclase, which has a biofilm defect similar to the PS-CKOn strain at 6 h ([@B16], [@B17]), showed no difference from the WT in viability staining (see [Fig. S4A to C](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Together, these data indicate that strains carrying the protospacer and a functional CRISPR system showed increased cell death leading to a reduction in the biofilm biomass, a finding in strong contrast to the results seen with the wild-type strain or the ΔCR PS-CKOn strain, both of which formed a robust, viable biofilm at 24 h ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Note that the cell death observed for the strain carrying the PS-CKOn insertion was specific to the biofilm population, as no difference in viability staining was observed for these strains in the planktonic population (see [Fig. S4D and E](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) and a minimal difference in planktonic growth was observed for the planktonic cells from these strains during the 24-h biofilm assay (see [Fig. S4F](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these data support a model in which biofilm formation is inhibited by CRISPR-mediated, biofilm-dependent cell death and not by attachment defects or early dispersal events.

The interaction of the CRISPR system with the DMS3 protospacer results in the overexpression of SOS-induced genes, including pyocins and the predicted phage-related PA14_52530 operon. {#s1.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the mechanism by which the strain carrying the DMS3-42 spacer and PAM showed enhanced cell death when growing as a biofilm, we explored differences in transcription between the wild-type and PS-CKOn-carrying strains. Whole-cell RNA was harvested from either wild-type or PS-CKOn strains grown on swarm agar for 16 h and submitted for high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq). We used RNA isolated from cells grown on swarm agar because this was a growth condition under which we observed a clear phenotypic difference between these strains ([Fig. 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and that also allowed us to collect sufficient cellular material to isolate the RNA required for the transcriptional analysis. CLC Genomics Workbench and edgeR were used to assemble and analyze the data obtained from the transcriptional profiling, using a cutoff of a change of 2-fold or greater and a *P* value of less than 0.05. As displayed in [Table S1](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material, a total of 65 genes were found to be significantly and differentially regulated between these strains using these criteria, with 60 genes upregulated and 5 downregulated in the PS-CKOn strain compared to the wild type.

Thirty-five of the upregulated genes identified by RNA-Seq in the PS-CKOn strain, which include *prtN* (the gene coding for the transcriptional activator of pyocin production) and all 34 predicted genes of the R pyocin, the F pyocin, and the associated lambda-like lysis cassette, map to the R2 and F2 pyocins of *P. aeruginosa*. The R and F pyocins, which resemble bacteriophage tails, are normally produced in *P. aeruginosa* under the control of the SOS response ([@B18]), which is induced by stressors such as mitomycin C ([@B19]), hydrogen peroxide ([@B20]), or nitric oxide ([@B21]). The R and F pyocins show bactericidal activity against closely related *P. aeruginosa* strains by adsorption via lipopolysaccharide (LPS), creating a pore and permeabilizing the inner membrane and thus effectively depolarizing the cell ([@B22]). Relevant to our observation that the strain carrying the PS-CKOn insertion showed increased cell death, the pyocins are released via autolysis induced by the phage-like lysis cassette encoded by this genetic locus ([@B22], [@B23]); thus, we hypothesized that overexpression of pyocin genes could account for the observed cell death.

Another five of the upregulated genes belong to the PA14_52530-repressed operon (see [Table S1](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). This operon has been characterized in *P. aeruginosa* PAO1 and includes five genes that are normally repressed by PA14_52530, a LexA-like repressor, but are highly expressed during the SOS response due to the induced proteolysis of the PA14_52530 transcriptional regulator by activated RecA ([@B23], [@B24]). Four of these genes (PA14_52480 to PA14_52510) encode predicted phage-related proteins, with two (PA14_52510 and PA14_52500) showing sequence similarity with phage holins, suggesting a role in cell lysis. The remaining differentially regulated genes are described in [Text S1](#textS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

CRISPR targeting of the DMS3 protospacer leads to overexpression of R/F pyocin-encoding genes and the PA14_52530 operon, and this overexpression is enhanced in biofilm-grown bacteria. {#s1.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To confirm that the R and F pyocins are overexpressed in the PS-CKOn strain growing on a surface, expression of PA14_07990 (the predicted R/F pyocin holin; [Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and of PA14_08300 (a predicted F pyocin tail protein; see [Fig. S5A](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) was assayed in swarm-grown cells as representative pyocin-related genes using quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR). These two genes were chosen due to their respective locations near the beginning and the end of the 26.9-kb pyocin R/F-encoding operon. RNA was harvested from the wild type, the strain carrying the PS-CKOn insertion, and a CRISPR-deficient strain carrying this same protospacer/PAM insertion (ΔCR PS-CKOn) grown for 16 h either on M8 soft agar (swarm agar conditions) or in M8 broth (planktonic conditions) at 37°C and subsequently reverse transcribed to cDNA for qRT-PCR analysis.

![The interaction of the CRISPR system with the DMS3 protospacer induces the expression of SOS-regulated phage-related genes normally repressed on a surface. (A) qRT-PCR assays were performed to measure the transcript of PA14_07990 for planktonic and surface populations for the indicated strains normalized to *rplU* and displayed relative to the WT surface-grown population. (B) Ten-fold serial dilutions of filtered supernatant from the indicated strains grown overnight in LB at 37°C were spotted onto a lawn of pyocin-sensitive *P. aeruginosa* strain PAK. Plaques indicating lysis of the bacterial cells are shown. (C) qRT-PCR assays were performed to measure the transcript of PA14_52480 for planktonic and surface populations for the indicated strains normalized to *rplU* and are displayed relative to the WT surface-grown population. For panels A and C, "a" indicates a *P* value of \<0.05 compared to the WT grown planktonically and "b" indicates a *P* value of \<0.05 compared to the WT grown on a surface. Black horizontal bars display the fold increase in relative expression of the indicated transcript from the wild type compared to the results from the PS-CKOn strains under both planktonic and surface conditions. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results from at least three biological replicates.](mbo0031523180003){#fig3}

Strikingly, for the cells grown in M8 broth (e.g., planktonic conditions), the pyocin transcripts were \~40-fold more abundant in the strain carrying the PS-CKOn construct than in the wild type. Furthermore, this expression phenotype was CRISPR dependent, as the upregulation of these genes was lost in the CRISPR-deficient background (ΔCR PS-CKOn) ([Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see also S5A in the supplemental material). Because the R/F pyocin operon includes a lysis cassette and we observed enhanced killing of biofilm-grown cells but not planktonic cells, we hypothesized that the CRISPR-dependent overexpression of the R/F pyocin operon would be more pronounced in surface-grown cells than in planktonic cells. As predicted, for cells grown on a surface, the pyocin transcripts were \>150-fold more abundant in the strain carrying the PS-CKOn insertion than in the wild type ([Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see also [Fig. S5A](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Interestingly, this difference in expression was due to an \~10-fold decrease in pyocin expression by wild-type, surface-grown cells compared to wild-type planktonic cells ([Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see also [Fig. S5A](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data suggest that *P. aeruginosa* normally downregulates pyocin expression on a surface, and the inability of the PS-CKOn strain to do so could account for the surface-specific cell death phenotype that we observed. This downregulation of pyocin expression by the wild-type cells growing on the surface also suggested the possibility that *P. aeruginosa* PA14 may be more susceptible to pyocin-mediated killing when growing as a biofilm, a point we address further in the Discussion. It should be noted that if the expression of our qRT-PCR control gene, *rplU*, were increased in surface-grown cells, the levels of pyocin transcript in these surface-grown cells would be underrepresented. To control for this possibility, a second and functionally distinct control gene, *proC*, was selected as a normalization control, and a similar trend was observed (see [Fig. S5B](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To our knowledge, this is the first study to have assayed pyocin production in surface-grown cells versus planktonically-grown cells.

To investigate whether these overexpressed pyocins are produced and released and are thus functional, a pyocin killing assay was performed. Briefly, the wild-type, PS-CKOn, and ΔCR PS-CKOn strains, as well as the PS-CKOn strain in which the 26.7-kb·R/F operon was deleted (ΔR/F PS-CKOn), were grown in LB at 37°C for 16 h. The supernatants were then centrifuged to remove the bacterial cells, filter sterilized through a 0.22 µm-pore-size filter, and serially diluted (1:10), and 5-µl volumes of the dilutions were spotted onto a lawn of *P. aeruginosa* strain PAK, which is a strain sensitive to *P. aeruginosa* PA14-produced pyocins ([@B25]). In analogy to the qRT-PCR data, the PS-CKOn strain produced \~100-fold more pyocin particles than the wild-type strain and did so in a CRISPR-dependent manner. As a control, no zone of clearing was present with the supernatant prepared from the ΔR/F PS-CKOn strain, indicating that the zones of clearing were R and F pyocin specific ([Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

To also confirm the RNA-Seq data showing upregulation of the phage-related PA14_52530 operon in the PS-CKOn background, qRT-PCR was used to assay expression of two genes in the PA14_52530 operon, PA14_52480 ([Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and PA14_52490 (see [Fig. S5C](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). The growth conditions discussed above were used for these experiments. As seen with the pyocin genes, the transcripts of both PA14_52480 and PA14_52490 were found to be \>140-fold higher in the strain containing the PS-CKOn insertion than in the wild-type strain when grown on a surface but were only \~40-fold higher in the PS-CKOn strain than in wild-type strain when grown planktonically ([Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see also [Fig. S5C](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar data were also observed using *proC* as a normalization control (see [Fig. S5D](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly to the pyocin transcripts, these data suggest that the predicted phage-related PA14_52530 operon genes are normally repressed on a surface and that the inability of the PS-CKOn strain to downregulate their expression could contribute to the surface-specific death observed. To ensure that the surface-dependent repression of the pyocins and PA14_52530-repressed genes in the WT background was not an artifact of the *rplU* and *proC* normalization control genes being differentially regulated under surface versus planktonic conditions, a third distinct normalization control gene, *fabD*, was used to measure the expression of both *rplU* and *proC* in WT cells grown planktonically or on a surface. No difference in expression of either gene was observed (see [Fig. S5E and F](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Taken together, these data suggest that the CRISPR system targeting the DMS3 protospacer was inducing the SOS response, leading to \>100-fold upregulation of the R/F pyocin and PA14_52530 operon genes when cells were grown on a surface, as well as increasing the functional production of pyocins to a similar degree.

The CRISPR-dependent overexpression of pyocins and PA14_52530 genes requires RecA and Cas3 nicking activity. {#s1.6}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It has been reported that the R/F pyocin genes and the PA14_52530 operon are derepressed during the SOS response through RecA-mediated proteolysis of LexA-like repressors PrtR and PA14_52530, respectively ([@B22], [@B23]). To test if the overexpression of the R/F pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon in the PS-CKOn background was due to RecA activity, the *recA* gene was deleted in both the wild-type and PS-CKOn genetic backgrounds. The wild-type strain, the Δ*recA* mutant, the strain carrying the PS-CKOn construct, and the Δ*recA* PS-CKOn strain were grown for 16 h on M8 soft agar at 37°C (swarming conditions) before RNA was harvested for qRT-PCR studies, as described above. The CRISPR-induced pyocin overexpression was completely abolished in the Δ*recA* mutant background ([Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), confirming that the pyocin overexpression was indeed likely the result of the SOS response. Additionally, deleting *recA* in the PS-CKOn background resulted in a severe growth defect compared to cells in which *recA* was deleted in the wild-type background (see [Fig. S6](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material), indicating that RecA is required for normal planktonic growth in the PS-CKOn background.

![The CRISPR-dependent overexpression of phage-related genes requires RecA and the nicking activity of CRISPR-associated nuclease Cas3. (A and B) qRT-PCR assays were performed to measure the transcript of the indicated strain for swarm-grown cells normalized to *rplU*, and the results are displayed relative to the expression of the WT strain. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results from at least three biological replicates. \*, *P* \< 0.05 (compared to the WT).](mbo0031523180004){#fig4}

Given that a functional CRISPR system is also required for the pyocin overexpression ([Fig. 3A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and because RecA is activated by DNA damage ([@B24], [@B26]), we hypothesized that CRISPR-associated protein Cas3, a well-characterized nickase conserved in type 1 systems ([@B4]), might bind at the partially matching DMS3 protospacer (see [Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) and activate RecA through the formation of single-strand nicking. To test this idea, we introduced the DMS3 protospacer and PAM into a *P. aeruginosa* strain carrying a nickase-defective allele of Cas3 (D124A). For this mutant, the aspartate at the HD-nuclease domain has been substituted with an alanine---the HD-nuclease domain is required for nuclease activity ([@B27], [@B28]). We previously demonstrated that the Cas3(D124A) mutant restores biofilm formation in a DMS3 lysogen (indicating a loss of CRISPR/Cas activity), is expressed as a stable protein, and complements mature crRNA generation lost in a Δ*cas3* mutant background ([@B13]). Thus, the Cas3(D124A) mutant appears to have a defect specific to the loss of its nicking activity. As expected, in the Cas3(D124A) mutant background, the high-level pyocin overexpression observed in the strain carrying the 42-nucleotide protospacer/PAM insertion, measured with qRT-PCR, returned to the wild-type level ([Fig. 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Together, these data suggest that the partial binding of the CRISPR system to the DMS3 protospacer recruits Cas3, which apparently nicks at a level low enough to not cause any noticeable growth defects in planktonic cells but generates sufficient DNA damage to activate RecA, which, in turn, based on published reports ([@B22], [@B23]), induces proteolysis of PrtR and PA14_52530, resulting in high-level induction of the genes encoding the pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon. Supporting this model is the observation that the strain carrying the Δ*recA* mutation and the PS-CKOn insertion has a severe growth defect compared to the wild type or the Δ*recA* mutant (see [Fig. S6](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material), indicating that the Cas3 nicking of the DMS3 protospacer is detrimental to the cell in the absence of a fully functioning SOS response system.

Deletion of the R/F pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon prevents the CRISPR-DMS3 protospacer interaction from inducing cell death for surface-grown bacteria. {#s1.7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We hypothesized that CRISPR-dependent overexpression of pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon, particularly, the inability to suppress the expression of these functions in biofilm-grown cells, is responsible for the surface-dependent death. To test this hypothesis, the entire R/F pyocin operon (PA14_07970 to PA14_08330, not including the *prtR* and *prtN* regulatory genes) and the PA14_52530 operon (PA14_52480 to PA14_52520, not including the PA14_52530 regulatory gene) were deleted in the wild-type and PS-CKOn backgrounds. Using the air-liquid-interface cell-viability assay, we examined CRISPR-induced, surface-dependent death after 6 h of biofilm growth. Additionally, we quantified the level of cell death by measuring the intensity of live-cell fluorescence (Syto-9) and dividing by the fluorescence of the membrane-compromised population (propidium iodide).

With the pyocins and PA14_52530 operon intact, PS-CKOn cells were significantly less viable (*P* \< 0.001), with a decrease in viability staining of over 500-fold compared to the WT cells ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Deleting the R/F pyocin operon in the PS-CKOn background significantly reduced cell death by over 40-fold (*P* \< 0.01), and deleting the PA14_52530 operon also significantly reduced cell death by over 20-fold (*P* \< 0.01), indicating that both operons contribute to CRISPR-mediated cell death ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, in a PS-CKOn background where both the pyocins and PA14_52530 operon were deleted, cell viability was restored to nearly WT levels, with a reduction in cell killing of over 200-fold, and the double mutant was significantly more viable than the mutants with a single R/F deletion (P \< 0.01) or the PA14_52530 operon deletion (*P* \< 0.01).

![Deletion of the CRISPR-induced, phage-related genes restores viability in the biofilm population. (A) The indicated strains were grown on a glass coverslip under biofilm-inducing conditions, stained with a *Bac*Light cell viability kit, and visualized at the air-liquid interface (ALI) at 6 h. (B) Quantification of the ALI images displayed as the mean intensity of viable cells (Syto-9; green cells in panel A) over the mean intensity of the membrane-compromised cells (propidium iodide; red cells in panel A) for the indicated strains. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results from three biological replicates. Horizontal black bars indicate a *P* value of either \<0.01 (\*) or \<0.001 (\*\*) as determined with a Student's *t* test.](mbo0031523180005){#fig5}

To confirm that the biofilm restoration in these mutants is not related to a loss in CRISPR functionality, all three mutants represented in [Fig. 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, along with the WT, PS-CKOn, and ΔCR PS-CKOn strains, were challenged with phage DMS3 or DMS3-T255C. We previously showed that DMS3-T255C is targeted by the *P. aeruginosa* CRISPR system ([@B29]), so we hypothesized that if the pyocin and PA14_52530 repressed-operon deletion mutants were CRISPR defective, these strains would support plaque formation by DMS3-T255C. As illustrated in [Fig. S7A](#figS7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material, all three of the mutants assayed as described for [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} have a CRISPR system with functionality similar to that of the *P. aeruginosa* WT and PS-CKOn strains*.* Together, our data indicate that the observed cell death in the PS-CKOn background is not a direct result of CRISPR-protospacer interaction but, rather, is an indirect effect caused by the inability to suppress RecA-dependent overexpression of the R/F pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon on a surface.

Deletion of the R/F pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon restores swarming and biofilm formation in the PS-CKOn strain background. {#s1.8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that deleting the R/F pyocins and PA14_52530 operon in the PS-CKOn background prevented CRISPR-mediated killing on a surface, and because we hypothesized that this surface-specific killing was reducing biofilm formation and swarming motility, we predicted that, without the R/F pyocins and PA14_52530 operon, the CRISPR-DMS3 protospacer interaction would no longer impact biofilm formation and swarming motility.

We assayed biofilm formation and swarming motility at 24 and 16 h, respectively, since these group behaviors are completely inhibited at those time points in the PS-CKOn background ([Fig. 1A and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, while deleting either the R/F pyocins or the PA14_52530 operon in the PS-CKOn background inhibited cell death only partially ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), deleting the R/F pyocins restored biofilm formation to approximately wild-type levels and deleting the PA14_52530 operon restored biofilm levels such that they approached but were still significantly less (*P* \< 0.05) than wild-type levels at 24 h ([Fig. 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). It is worth noting that *P. aeruginosa* PA14 has three additional S pyocins (S2, S3, and S5) that are also induced during the SOS response but that deleting these pyocins in addition to the R/F pyocins had no detectable effect on biofilm formation in the PS-CKOn background (see [Fig. S7B](#figS7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

![Deletion of the CRISPR-induced, phage-related genes restores biofilm formation and swarming motility in the PS-CKOn background. (A) Biofilm assays for the indicated strains are shown. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results of at least three biological replicates, with representative wells shown at the top of the panel and with a single asterisk (\*) and two asterisks (\*\*) representing *P* values of \<0.05 and \<0.01, respectively, compared to the WT as determined with a Student's *t* test. (B) The strains indicated in panel A were inoculated on Congo red plates, grown for 16 h at 37°C followed by incubation at room temperature for 48 h, and imaged. A darker center is indicative of increased polysaccharide production. (C) The indicated strains were assessed for swarming as described in the text.](mbo0031523180006){#fig6}

Additionally, the double deletion in which both the R/F pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon were deleted in the PS-CKOn background resulted in hyperbiofilm formation compared to the wild-type strain. Importantly, this hyperbiofilm phenotype was specific to the CRISPR-DMS3 protospacer interaction since deleting the R/F pyocin operon or the PA14_52530 operon, or both, in a wild-type background (in which the DMS3 protospacer was absent) had no effect on biofilm formation ([Fig. 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

We had observed that *P. aeruginosa* DMS3 lysogens show a CRISPR-dependent increase in the Congo red binding phenotype, suggesting increased polysaccharide production, so we assayed the Congo red binding of the strains used in the biofilm assay represented in [Fig. 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The PS-CKOn strains all had increased Congo red binding compared to the WT strain ([Fig. 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Since increased polysaccharide production has previously been shown to correlate with hyperbiofilm formation in *P. aeruginosa* ([@B30]), we hypothesized that the hyperbiofilm phenotype observed with the PS-CKOn ΔR/F ΔPA14_52530 operon strain was likely due to increased expression of polysaccharide in the CRISPR-DMS3 protospacer-interacting backgrounds. This hyperbiofilm phenotype would be revealed in the PS-CKOn strain only when the pyocin and PA14_52530 operons were deleted, eliminating surface-associated killing of the cells. The basis of the CRISPR/Cas-induced increase in Congo red binding is not understood.

The same strains used in the biofilm assay were inoculated on swarm agar and incubated at 37°C for 16 h. With the pyocins and PA14_52530 operon intact, the presence of the DMS3 protospacer on the chromosome in the PS-CKOn strain inhibited swarming motility compared to the WT strain ([Fig. 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, deleting either the R/F pyocins or the PA14_52530 operon in the PS-CKOn strain resulted in a partial increase in swarming motility, while deleting both the R/F pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon restored swarming to near-WT levels ([Fig. 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, these deletions had no effect on swarming without the DMS3 protospacer on the chromosome. Together, these data suggest that, similarly to the surface-associated cell death phenotype, the observed loss of swarming and biofilm formation in the PS-CKOn background is not a direct result of the CRISPR-DMS3 protospacer interaction but is likely rather an indirect effect caused by the inability to suppress overexpression of the R/F pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon on a surface.

DISCUSSION {#h2}
==========

The CRISPR/Cas system has been well characterized as an adaptable microbial immune system against phage and other mobile genetic elements ([@B31]), including in *P. aeruginosa* ([@B29]), but it has become evident that bacteria, archaea, and phage can co-opt the CRISPR/Cas system for alternative functions, including regulation of group behavior ([@B9]), gene regulation ([@B32]), or avoiding phage defense systems ([@B33]). Our first observations of CRISPR function in *P. aeruginosa* suggested an alternative function for this system, since CRISPR targeting of the phage DMS3 protospacer inhibited biofilm formation and swarming motility while imposing no obvious planktonic growth defect on the bacteria and no decrease in the efficiency of plaquing of phage DMS3 ([@B12], [@B29]). Further investigation determined that these biofilm- and swarm-inhibited phenotypes were dependent on the two mismatches between CR2_sp1 and DMS3 at positions +9 and +11 from the 5′ end of the spacer. If the mismatch at either position were corrected, the CRISPR system would switch to the more typical defense system, and the DMS3 bacteriophage would not be able to infect *P. aeruginosa* ([@B29]).

How is this CRISPR-protospacer interaction leading to loss of biofilm formation and swarming? Our work supports a model, illustrated in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, which requires the *P. aeruginosa* CRISPR system to self-target the *P. aeruginosa* chromosome though CRISPR2 spacer 1-guided Cascade ([C]{.ul}RISPR-[as]{.ul}sociated [c]{.ul}omplex for [a]{.ul}ntiviral [de]{.ul}fense) binding of the DMS3-42 protospacer and PAM present on the chromosome either in the DMS3 lysogen or introduced directly onto the chromosome (PS-CKOn). This interaction is not lethal, due to the mismatches in the crRNA present at the +9 and +11 positions, but features enough complementarity to recruit the single-stranded nuclease Cas3 and induce DNA damage at levels high enough to activate RecA and the subsequent SOS response ([Fig. 7A and B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). A consequence of activated RecA is induced proteolysis of the PrtR pyocin repressor and the PA14_52530 transcriptional repressor, which in turn allows expression of the pyocins and PA14_52530-repressed genes, respectively, including predicted holin-like and endolysin-like genes ([Fig. 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In WT *P. aeruginosa*, these lysis genes are normally repressed when the bacterial cell is growing on a surface compared to a planktonic population, but due to the RecA activation in the PS-CKOn strain described above, the PS-CKOn strain is unable to repress these lysis genes when growing on a surface, resulting in cell death, presumably through activation of the lysis proteins ([Fig. 7D and E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), which in turn reduces both biofilm formation and swarming motility but maintains a viable planktonic population.

![Model of CRISPR-dependent, biofilm-specific death of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*. (A) Cascade ([C]{.ul}RISPR-[as]{.ul}sociated [c]{.ul}omplex for [a]{.ul}ntiviral [de]{.ul}fense) was targeted to the DMS3-42 PS-CKOn using CRISPR2 spacer 1 crRNA. The partial match between CRISPR2 spacer 1 and the PS-CKOn recruits nuclease Cas3, which cleaves the single strand of DNA displaced in the R-loop, but the mismatches at positions +9 and +11 in the crRNA prevent lethal nuclease activity. ssDNA, single-stranded DNA. (B) The single-stranded DNA generated from Cas3 nuclease activity recruits RecA, which polymerizes, forms a helical filament, and is activated. The activated RecA induces proteolysis of pyocin repressor PrtR and transcriptional repressor PA14_52530. (C) The proteolysis of PrtR allows binding of transcriptional activator PrtN, which in turn induces pyocin gene expression, including that of the associated lambda-like lysis cassette. The proteolysis of PA14_52530 allows expression of the PA14_52530-repressed operon, including putative phage-related lysis genes. (D) The highly expressed lambda-like lysis cassette encoded in the pyocin operon in addition to the highly expressed putative phage-related lysis genes in the PA14_52520-repressed operon leads to accumulation lysis proteins in planktonic cells. IM, inner membrane; OM, outer membrane. (E) Bacteria interacting with a surface trigger the activation of lysis proteins, leading to cell lysis and death.](mbo0031523180007){#fig7}

Previously, we had speculated that the loss of the biofilm and swarming in the DMS3 lysogens was the result of CRISPR-dependent expression of genes expressed by phage DMS3 as a consequence of the interaction between the CRISPR system and the protospacer. This hypothesis was proposed, in part, due to the observation that a *P. aeruginosa* PA14 bacteriophage MP29 lysogen did not inhibit biofilm or swarming, despite MP29 containing the exact same protospacer as DMS3. We now know that this lack of impact on biofilm formation and swarming is likely due to MP29 containing a recently described anti-CRISPR system ([@B34]).

We show that the presence of the DMS3 protospacer plus the PAM sequence on the chromosome (but not on an extrachromosomal element) is both necessary and sufficient for loss of the biofilm and swarming. The PS-CKOn construct, which carries the 32-nt target of the CRISPR spacer plus 5 flanking nucleotides, including the PAM sequence, in an otherwise wild-type genetic context, served as an excellent tool in our studies, as the insertion of this sequence into the genome of *P. aeruginosa* phenocopied the effects of the DMS3 lysogen without potential confounding factors caused by the presence of bacteriophage genes. Thus, our data support the conclusion that it is engagement of the CRISPR system with its target, and not changing expression of phage genes secondary to such engagement, that results in the alteration of *P. aeruginosa* group behaviors. We confirmed this conclusion by deleting all the genes downstream of the DMS3-42 protospacer, which showed no impact on the biofilm or swarming phenotypes of this lysogen.

We found every 6th nucleotide of the spacer starting from the 5′ end was dispensable for the CRISPR-spacer interaction, which agrees with evidence in the type 1-E CRISPR/Cas system, in which these particular nucleotides are hidden due to the crRNA underwound ribbon structure ([@B5], [@B35], [@B36]). Interestingly, we found that generating a mismatch at position +32 restored biofilm formation only partially. Based on the 5′ seed-sequence targeting model in which complementarity at the 5′ end of the spacer is the most important feature for interaction and CRISPR interference ([@B37]), we propose that complementarity at position +32 is partially dispensable for interaction due to its location at the 3′-terminal site of the spacer, away from the seed sequence. The +27 position is not predicted to be hidden and yet is dispensable for loss of the biofilm as well as interference ([@B29]), suggesting a potential difference between the type 1-E and type 1-F systems. Such a difference is not surprising, as there is already a distinct difference between type 1-E and type 1-F systems regarding the stringency of PAM sequences and CRISPR priming ([@B38]) as well as the structure of the targeting crRNA-riboprotein complex ([@B39]). Overall, our data help define the nucleotide requirements of these two closely related CRISPR systems and suggest that the partial binding generated through mismatches at sites +9 and +11 of the spacer in the type 1-F system could result in additional alternative CRISPR functions. Finally, we utilized selected mutations from this analysis in subsequent experiments presented here.

Using the strain carrying the PS-CKOn insertion and the information gained from our mutagenesis studies, we were able to determine that the biofilm reduction phenotype did not appear to be the result of an initial attachment defect or early dispersal event but was, rather, a surface-dependent killing phenotype. Once initiated, the kinetics of biofilm formation of the wild-type strain and the strain carrying the PS-CKOn insertion were similar over the first several hours, but the strain carrying the protospacer and PAM (i) never attained the same maximal level of biofilm formation as the wild-type strain, (ii) showed declining biofilm biomass between 10 and 24 h judged by the crystal violet assay, and (iii) exhibited reduced viability on the basis of propidium iodide staining. These observations were particularly interesting given that the viability of the PS-CKOn-carrying strain growing planktonically in the biofilm assay plates was identical to that of the wild-type strain grown planktonically, indicating that the cells needed to be on a surface to experience CRISPR-mediated killing.

To probe any transcriptional differences between the wild type and the strain carrying the PS-CKOn insertion grown on a surface, and to gain insight into the CRISPR-specific killing mechanism, RNA was harvested from swarm-grown cells and subjected to RNA-Seq analysis. While there were no global transcriptional differences between the two samples, 40 of the 65 identified differentially upregulated genes belonged to the R/F pyocin operon and the PA14_52530 operon---both sets of genes are known to be SOS induced ([@B18], [@B24]). Interestingly, using qRT-PCR to confirm these results indicated that the aforementioned genes were induced over 100-fold in the PS-CKOn strain compared to the wild type, suggesting that our RNA-Seq studies might underestimate the magnitude of the transcriptional data and potentially explaining why we did not find other, more moderately expressed SOS-regulated genes in our RNA-Seq data set. Note that the large transcriptional upregulation of the pyocin genes was accompanied by a comparable increase in pyocin activity.

We investigated whether the SOS response was indeed needed for the overexpression of these genes and whether this overexpression was dependent on the presence of a functional CRISPR system. Deleting the *recA* gene or introducing a nicking-deficient Cas3 allele into the PS-CKOn strain completely abolished high-level pyocin expression. Thus, our data indicate that induction of the SOS response occurs upon self-targeting and engaging the CRISPR system and is likely the consequence of Cas3-mediated nicking, as illustrated in [Fig. 7A and B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. We were surprised by the lack of growth defect observed due to this self-targeting event in the planktonic population of bacteria. This observation indicates that the partial match of CR2_sp1 to the DMS3 protospacer, while sufficient to elicit a SOS response via the Cas3 nuclease activity, does not have an overtly negative impact on the cell, likely due to the action of the SOS system in repairing the nicked DNA. It was only when the *recA* gene was removed, and the SOS-mediated repair system compromised, that this self-targeting event became detrimental, as indicated by a marked decrease in even the planktonic growth of strains carrying the PS-CKOn in a *recA* mutant background. Thus, the biofilm and swarming phenotypes appear to be an indirect effect of the CRISPR self-targeting since the PS-CKOn strain carrying the ΔR/F and ΔPA14_52530 operon mutants regained wild-type phenotypes despite the presence of the protospacer and a functioning CRISPR system.

Why do we observe preferential killing of surface-associated bacteria when the CRISPR system is engaged? The results of our studies indicate that the wild-type strain significantly downregulates expression of the genes encoding the pyocins and the PA14_52530 operon when growing on a surface; such downregulation may be important in the context of the close-packed, high-cell-density environment of biofilm- or swarm-grown microbes. In [Fig. 7D and E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, the lysis genes are illustrated as lambda holins, antiholins, and endolycins due to the genetic and functional similarity between the pyocin lysis cassette and the lambda lysis cassette ([@B40]), the genetic similarity between PA14_52500 and PA14_52510 with putative phage holins, and the requirement of these genes for the cell lysis phenotype in the PS-CKOn-containing strain. Based on this model, expression of these phage-related lysis genes would be harmless until triggering of the holins occurred, which might occur when cells are switching from planktonic to surface growth. Therefore, adaptations that occur during surface growth may sensitize the cell to the accumulation of the pyocin- and PA14_52530 operon lysis-related proteins normally tolerated in planktonically growing cells. However, when the CRISPR system is engaged, the typical downregulation of the genes encoding the R/F pyocins and of the PA14_52530 genes no longer occurs, resulting in high-level expression of both sets of these genes in the surface populations and thus in the enhanced killing of the bacterial population. The mechanism by which the wild-type strain typically downregulates the expression of the pyocin genes and PA14_52530 operon is not currently understood, but we have observed (\~6-fold) reduced *recA* gene expression in surface-grown versus plankton-grown bacteria, suggesting that the SOS response is mitigated in these surface-grown bacteria (data not shown).

We note that CRISPR-related self-targeting resulting in genome rearrangement has previously been observed in a type 1-F system ([@B41]). Our data suggest a self-targeting event that modulates group behaviors of *P. aeruginosa*, without being toxic with respect to the growth of the planktonic population. Given the number and diversity of spacers identified to date, and the observation that an exact match between the spacer and target was not required to engage the CRISPR system in our system, it is likely that such self-targeting events are not uncommon. An open issue remains, however, regarding whether such self-targeting is an occasional accident or whether bacteria have harnessed CRISPR self-targeting as yet one more means by which they can regulate environmental responsiveness. For example, one could speculate that self-targeting in the context of lysogenized *P. aeruginosa* serves to preferentially eliminate phage-infected cells from a biofilm, an environment in which an infectious agent could rapidly spread through the population. In addition, it has been demonstrated that dispersal from a biofilm in the presence of bacteriophages is advantageous in *P. aeruginosa* ([@B42]), so it is possible that CRISPR self-targeting could be selected in this context. Alternatively, the self-targeting may be advantageous for the bacteriophage. For example, identical DMS3-42 protospacers are found on several *Pseudomonas* phages, including a *P. aeruginosa* strain LESB-58 prophage, MP29, and D3112. Furthermore, pyocins are widespread, being found in \~90% of *P. aeruginosa* strains ([@B22]), raising the possibility that self-targeting through the CRISPR system in a manner similar to the C2_sp1--DMS3-42 interaction could occur in other *P. aeruginosa* strains and benefit phages via their enhanced release by pyocin-mediated cell lysis. Such assertions are compelling but will likely be difficult to support until additional examples of such CRISPR-mediated control of bacterial biology are uncovered.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#h3}
=====================

Strains and media. {#s3.1}
------------------

Strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study are listed in [Table S2](#tabS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material. *P. aeruginosa* strain UCBPP-PA14 (abbreviated as *P. aeruginosa* PA14) was used in this study. *P. aeruginosa* and *Escherichia coli* strains were routinely cultured in lysogeny broth (LB) at 37°C. Growth media were supplemented with antibiotics at the following concentrations: for gentamicin (Gm), 10 µg·ml^−1^ (*E. coli*) and 50 µg·ml^−1^ (*P. aeruginosa*). The construction of strains, as well as the swarm assay, growth curve conditions, the Congo red assay, and the pyocin killing assay, are described in detail in [Text S1](#textS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material.

Static biofilm assay and quantification. {#s3.2}
----------------------------------------

Biofilm formation at the indicated time points was assayed on polyvinyl chloride (PVC) as previously described ([@B13], [@B43]) using M63 supplemented with 0.4% arginine and 1 mM MgSO~4~. Quantification of biofilm formation was performed as previously described ([@B13]). To measure planktonic growth during the biofilm assay, a 50-µl volume of cells was directly removed from a single well at indicated time periods, serially diluted, and plated on LB agar to determine CFU.

Fluorescence microscopy viability assay. {#s3.3}
----------------------------------------

Cells were grown in M63 medium supplemented with 0.4% arginine and 1 mM MgSO~4~ at 37°C for the indicated time periods in a 12-well dish with a glass coverslip partially submerged in each well. The coverslip was then subjected to a Molecular Probes LIVE/DEAD *Bac*Light viability assay and visualized at the air-liquid interface with a Nikon eclipse Ti inverted microscope. Details of this assay are described in [Text S1](#textS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material.

RNA isolation and quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR. {#s3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------

Strains were grown with M8 media supplemented with MgSO4 (1 mM), glucose (0.2%), and Casamino Acids (CAA; 0.5%) either in broth with shaking (planktonic conditions) or on 0.5% soft agar (swarm conditions) at 37°C for 16 h. For broth-grown cells, RNA was harvested from 1 ml of culture grown to an optical density at 600 nm (OD~600~) of \~1.0. For soft-agar-grown samples, cells were scraped from 4 total plates after 16 h of incubation and resuspended in 1 ml phosphate-buffered saline. Samples were pelleted and resuspended in 100 µl of 2 mg of lysozyme/ml--TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA \[pH 8.0\]), followed by incubation at room temperature for 3 min to lyse the cells. The RNA was extracted using an RNeasy kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's instructions and tested for DNA contamination by PCR.

DNA was synthesized from 1 µg of total RNA using a qScript reverse transcription kit (Quanta Biosciences) according to the supplied protocols. Quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed using cDNA, primers designed for the indicated gene, and PerfeCTa SYBR green FastMix quantitative PCR (qPCR) master mix (Quanta Biosciences). A Bio-Rad iCycler was used to perform the reactions, and data analysis was performed using CFX manager software (Bio-Rad). The data for each gene of interest were normalized to the *rplU* or *proC* gene transcript control as previously described ([@B44]). The data are displayed as arbitrary expression units relative to an indicated wild-type condition.

RNA sequencing and identification of differentially expressed genes. {#s3.5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Total RNA purified as described above was sent to Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research (HZI) in Braunschweig, Germany, for mRNA isolation, cDNA preparation, and RNA sequencing using Illumina HiSeq SR50. Details of RNA-Seq data analysis are included in [Text S1](#textS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material.

Plaque assays. {#s3.6}
--------------

Plaque assays were completed as described by Budzik et al. ([@B45]). Briefly, 200 µl of the indicated bacterial strain was added to 4 ml molten top agar (0.5%) and poured over a prewarmed LB agar plate. After solidification of the top agar lawns, 5-µl volumes of 10-fold serially diluted DMS3 and DMS3-T255C were spotted onto the top agar lawn and incubated at 37°C overnight.

Statistical analysis. {#s3.7}
---------------------

All data were analyzed using Graph Pad Prism 6. The data represent the means and standard deviations of the results of at least three independent experiments with multiple replicates unless stated otherwise. All data were treated as normally distributed, and comparisons were tested with Student's *t* test.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL {#sm1}
=====================
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Text S1, PDF file, 0.1 MB
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Nucleotides required for CRISPR/DMS3-mediated loss of biofilm formation. (A) Red nucleotides inside the horizontal black bar represent the DMS3-42 protospacer, yellow nucleotides represent the PAM, and the gray nucleotides represent the nucleotides found in an adjacent position on the DMS3 genome. The nucleotides below the horizontal black bar represent partial matching CRISPR 2 spacer 1, with thin vertical black bars indicating complementarity. The nucleotides above the arrows represent the generated point mutants resulting in restoration of biofilm formation (black arrows) or a partial restoration of biofilm formation (striped arrow) or no restoration of biofilm formation (white arrows). The graph below the nucleotides represents the quantified biofilm formation at 24 h as measured by absorbance of the crystal violet stain, with a representative image of the stained well displayed above. The boxed designations represent control strains. Black bars indicate wild-type levels of biofilm formation, while white bars indicate CRISPR-mediated loss of the biofilm. Interestingly, one point mutation (A232T) at the +32 position on the protospacer resulted in partial restoration of biofilm formation, although the reason for this partial phenotype is not clear. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results of at least three replicates. (B) An illustration of the underwound ribbon structure, with squares representing nucleotides and vertical bars indicating binding between the crRNA and complementary protospacer. Overall, these data are consistent with cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and crystallography data from the *E. coli* type 1E CRISPR/Cas system in which every 6th nucleotide is rotated out of the crRNA-target RNA-DNA hybrid and is thus dispensable for interference. However, the 6th-nucleotide rotation model does not explain the mismatch at the +27 position, which we previously reported as dispensable for bacteriophage interference (K. C. Cady et al., J Bacteriol 193:3433--3445, 2011, <http://dx.doi.org/10.1128/JB.01411-10>). Download
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Figure S1, TIF file, 2.5 MB

###### 

Deletion of the DMS3 genes downstream of the DMS3-42 protospacer does not restore biofilm formation in a DMS3 lysogen. The indicated strains were grown in M63 supplemented with 0.4% arginine and 1 mM MgSO~4~ and stained with crystal violet (CV). The quantification of the CV stain as measured by absorbance at 550 nm is shown with a representative image displayed above. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results of at least three biological replicates. The horizontal black bar indicates no statistical significance as assessed with a Student's *t* test. Download
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Figure S2, TIF file, 2.3 MB

###### 

The location of PS-CKOn. The DMS3-42 protospacer and the 5 upstream and downstream nucleotides are displayed inside the horizontal black bar. The nucleotides directly above the black bar represent partial matching CRISPR 2 spacer 1 (C2S1 crRNA), with thin vertical bars indicating complementarity. The PS-CKOn construct contains the DMS3-42 protospacer along with the 5 upstream and downstream nucleotides inserted on the *P. aeruginosa* chromosome between PA14_73160 and *glmS* as indicated at the bottom of the panel. Download
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Figure S3, TIF file, 1.1 MB

###### 

The cell death phenotype is specific to the strain carrying the PS−CKON with minimal viability loss observed in the PS-CKOn planktonic population. (A) Biofilm formation assays were performed on the indicated strains with an incubation time of 6 h as described in Materials and Methods. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results of three biological replicates, with an asterisk (\*) representing a *P* value of \<0.05 compared to the WT as determined with a Student's *t* test. (B) The indicated strains were grown on a glass coverslip under biofilm-inducing conditions, stained with the *Bac*Light cell viability kit, and visualized at the air-liquid interface (ALI) at 6 h. (C) Quantification of the ALI images displayed as the mean intensity of viable cells (Syto-9; green cells in panel B) over the mean intensity of the membrane-compromised cells (propidium iodide; red cells in panel B) for the indicated strains. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results from three biological replicates. (D) The indicated strains were grown in 2 ml M63 supplemented with 0.4% arginine and 1 mM MgSO~4~ (biofilm-inducing media) in a 12-well plate, and the planktonic cells were removed directly from the well at 6 h, stained using a *Bac*Light cell viability kit, washed, and transferred to a glass coverslip for visualization. (E) Quantification of the images displayed as the direct counts of viable cells (Syto-9 stained) over direct counts of the membrane-compromised cells (propidium iodide stained) of the indicated strains. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results from three biological replicates with 10 randomly acquired images each. There is no significant difference between the strains as concluded from a Student's *t* test. (F) The indicated strains were grown in a 96-well plate in 100 µl of biofilm-inducing media with 50 µl of the planktonic cells removed directly from each well and plated for determinations of levels of colony-forming units at the indicated time points. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results from three biological replicates, with an asterisk (\*) indicating a *P* value of \<0.05 compared to the WT as determined with a Student's *t* test. Download
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Figure S4, TIF file, 2.4 MB

###### 

Quantitative RT-PCR of pyocin and PA14_52530-repressed genes using alternative normalization controls. RNA was harvested from both planktonic and surface (swarm) populations of the indicated strains and used for quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR to measure the transcript of PA14_08300 (a predicted F pyocin tail protein) normalized to *rplU* (A), PA14_07990 (a predicted pyocin-encoded holin) normalized to *proC* (B), PA14_52490 normalized to *rplU* (C), PA14_52480 normalized to *proC* (D), *rplU* normalized to *fabD* (E), and *proC* normalized to *fabD* (F). All values are displayed relative to the surface population wild-type expression. Black horizontal bars display the fold increase in relative expression of the indicated transcript from the wild type compared to the PS-CKOn strains under both planktonic and surface conditions. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results from at least three biological replicates. For all panels, "a" indicates a *P* value of \<0.05 compared to the WT grown planktonically and "b" indicates a *P* value of \<0.05 compared to the WT grown on a surface. Download
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Figure S5, TIF file, 2.6 MB

###### 

RecA is required for normal growth in the PS-CKOn construct. The indicated strains were grown in LB with shaking at 37°C for 8 h, with OD~600~ readings measured every hour. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results from three biological replicates. Download
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Figure S6, TIF file, 0.3 MB

###### 

The CRISPR system is functional in the PS-CKOn ΔR/F mutant, the PS-CKOn ΔPA14_52530 operon mutant, and the PS-CKOn ΔR/F ΔPA14_52530 operon double mutant. ΔPS-CKOn operon mutants and deletion of the S-pyocins do not increase biofilm formation in the PS-CKOn ΔR/F background. (A) Lawns of the indicated bacterial strains were prepared in 0.5% LB top agar as described in Materials and Methods. Either WT (CRISPR-insensitive) or T255C (CRISPR-sensitive) DMS3 was 10-fold serially diluted with 5 µl of each dilution prepared as plaques on the indicated bacterial lawn and incubated at 37°C for 16 h. (B) The indicated strains were grown in M63 supplemented with 0.4% arginine and 1 mM MgSO~4~ and stained with CV. The quantification of the CV stain as measured by absorbance at 550 nm is shown with a representative image displayed above. Error bars represent standard deviations of the results of three biological replicates. Download
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Figure S7, TIF file, 2.1 MB

###### 

Differentially expressed genes as assessed by RNA-Seq. The PAO1 ortholog is the homolog of the gene in *P. aeruginosa* PAO1. LogFC is the log2 fold change of the level of PS-CKOn compared to the WT level. The *P* value is the *P* value calculated with an exact test for the negative binomial distribution (see Materials and Methods). CPM WT and CPM PS-CKOn are the specific reads of the transcript (in counts per million) after edgeR normalization in the WT strain sequence and the PS-CKOn sequence, respectively. Functions and predicted functions were assigned based on information from <http://www.pseudomonas.com>
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Strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study. All strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study are presented with name, genotype or relevant characteristic(s), and source.
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Table S2, PDF file, 0.1 MB
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